Abstract Usage of camera-equipped mobile devices raises the need for automatically organizing large personal media collections. Event detection algorithms have been proposed in the literature to tackle this problem but a shortcoming of these studies resides in the lack of comparison of the different solutions. The goal of this work is then to provide a set of tools for the assessment of an event detection method. Our first contribution is our prototype Life Gallery, which aims to retrieve metadata of a personal media collection in order to facilitate the building of a benchmark. Our second contribution is an event detection algorithm based on successive refinements of an initial temporal partition. Our solution uses a simple algorithm that regroups consecutive similar media or split groups with dissimilar media. The choice to provide a basic solution is to compare in a future work our results with more complex solutions, in order to really assess the benefit of these latter. Finally, our third contribution is a benchmark of 6 different users' collections obtained thanks to our Life Gallery application.
Introduction
Large personal media collections are now widespread thanks to the availability of cheap smart phones equipped with a camera and high capacity memory card. Users have now an access to their entire life directly through their mobile device, leading to the need for efficient methods to retrieve/browse their media (image, video and why not text file). This Antoine Pigeau antoine.pigeau@univ-nantes.fr 1 DUKe research group, LINA (CNRS UMR 6241), cedex 03, 2, rue de la Houssinière, 44322 Nantes, France latter requirement is in addition stressed by the recent availability of cloud services that leads to higher capacity storage and even multiple data source. Browsing or searching for a specific subset of media in large personal collection on a mobile device still remains an open issue.
While experiments [21] show that the time dimension is the favourite criterion for the browsing task, a remaining problem lies in the large time window of the collection. Indeed, a collection usually regroups events of a user's life that can spread over several years. Retrieving a specific event is thus tricky with the basic GUI provided on the mobile device: usually a temporally ordered matrix of thumbnails. The only way here to find a specific media is to accurately remember its date, which is usually an information that we lost as time goes by. Improving time line with adapted interface must be provided to ease the browsing task on a mobile device.
Event detection was proposed to deal with such an issue, available for example on Apple iPhoto or the Android Gallery application. An event is defined as a set of media taken on a same occasion, for instance, a party, a birthday or a one-week vacation. The building of such events is based on the media content (image pixels) and the availability of several metadata, as EXIf metadata, including the timestamps, the locations, the user tags, the technical properties (aperture, exposure time, . . . ). A clustering process can then be applied on those metadata to retrieve the event: practically, it consists to detect the meaningful gap between temporally consecutive media (for example, a temporal, a location, or a user tag change).
Objective
While several methods have been proposed to tackle the event detection in a personal media collection, few works really compare their results with each other. Our purpose is then to provide the necessary tools for such a comparison:
-an application to easily retrieve metadata from a user collection and to create manually an event partition; -a basic event detection solution in order to study in a future work the real gain of more complex clustering algorithms. Note that no comparison with another methods is carried out in this paper; -a benchmark of users' collections, in order to test various methods on a same test data set.
Contributions
Our first contribution is our prototype Life Gallery, an android application available for free on the Google Play store. The objective of this prototype is threefold:
-to provide all the tools to update/export all the metadata of a user collection; -to provide a specific interface to the user in order to create a truth partition. This truth partition is then used to assess our clustering algorithms; -to recruit users for our experiment, due to its availability on a popular store.
Our second contribution is a basic event detection algorithm based on the following metadata included in each media: the timestamp, the geographical coordinate, the user tag and the media content, based on the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform [15] (SIFT). Our proposal works as follow: successive filters are applied on an initial temporal partition in order to detect the meaningful gap between events of a personal collection. A filter is merely a simple algorithm that specifically works with one metadata. It takes as input an event partition, applies either merge or split operations on events, and outputs a new event partition. A filter is exclusively a split filter or a merge filter. For instance, a temporal merge filter followed by a geographical merge filter can be applied on an initial temporally ordered collection (a list of temporally ordered groups, where each group contains just one media). Such a partition consists then to first regroup media documents that are temporally close in an event and then to merge together successive events that are geographically nearby.
The tricky point resides here in determining the best combination of filters to provide the event partition. Indeed, in our context, 4 different metadata are used with two different modes, a merge filter or a split filter, leading to around 55000 filter combinations. All those possible combinations are tested in our experiment section on several personal media collections.
One gain of such an experiment is also to study the relevance of the previous metadata for the event detection. To our knowledge, no work investigate yet the different ways to combine the available metadata to cluster a personal media collection. Relevant questions as which dimension to use ? which are not worth using ? in which order to apply them ? still remain an open issue.
Finally, our last contribution is a benchmark composed of 6 users' collections. For each collection, the following data are provided:
-a truth partition carried out manually by the user himself thanks to our Life Gallery application; -the metadata obtained from the collection. For each media, its timestamp, its location, its user tags and a set of SIFT keypoints are provided.
This benchmark is available on the Life gallery website [14] and will be used in a future work to compare the results obtained with our basic approach and other methods proposed in the literature. The remainder of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 surveys works related to personal collection management. Section 3 presents our prototype Life Gallery and is followed by the presentation of our clustering process in Section 4. Experiments are proposed in Section 5. Finally, the work is summarized and perspectives are sketched in Section 6.
Related work
Timestamp uses to be a favourite criterion to index a personal image collection. Its availability leads to several works [6, 7, 10, 20] on the incremental segmentation of a time-stamp sequence. Detection of meaningful gaps enables to find events or hierarchy of events [6] in the collection. Such a boundary could be arbitrary defined or obtained from the average gap over a temporal window. A most recent work [7] uses time series to model the time distribution of the personal image collection. Based on a one year calendar, a method is proposed to compute a model automatically. As in our previous work [19] where timestamps are modelled with a Gaussian distribution, such methods face with the issue to obtain a correct model with complex parameters.
Works on personal image indexation also deal with the image localization [12, 13, 23, 25] . Indeed such a meta-data is easily available thanks to GPS system directly integrated in each smart phone, and helpful to automatically annotate the image [4, 25] . Several software solutions, as for example the WWMX system [23] or Flickr, propose a map-based interface to browse the collection. The main problem of such an approach is that the map gets cluttered with a huge number of images. Several solutions were proposed to summarize an image set: the work [23] proposes to aggregate images in accordance with the map scale, while [12] selects representative images from multi user collection based on their meta-data. Note that our event detection algorithm could also be relevant to ease the browsing task of media on a map: an event represents a set of media taken on one or several specific locations. Browsing events on a map, instead of specific media, could present interesting advantages.
Combinations of the two previous criteria are of course proposed in numerous works [3, 5, 13, 18, 19] . Naaman et al. [18] propose to hierarchically organize an image collection, while [13] provides a one level partition. To our understanding, [18] incorporates a series of rules derived from user's expectations to build a geo-temporal hierarchy of events. Based on an ensemble clustering method, [5] proposes to combine two temporal and geographical partitions by selecting the best temporal or geographical clusters. Because an exhaustive search for all the possible combinations is not feasible, a heuristic is provided to build the merge. Unfortunately, the cost of the merge could be problematic on a mobile device, where the collection is often updated.
Few works [8, 9] propose solutions based on contextual metadata while they are of much interest for the search or browsing task. Experiments in [17] depict the user's favourite criteria: it resorts that the first ones are the indoor/outdoor property, the people, the location and the event. While accurate indoor/outdoor detection methods exist [1] and that reverse geo-tools can provide rich location information obtained from the GPS coordinate, the presence of both event and people tags remains still a challenge since media are usually poorly annotated [2, 21] . Nevertheless the tag availability could increase due to strong effort to help users in this task, as face detection algorithm or collaborative tagging [2, 16] .
The importance of user annotation is showed in the following works. CAMELIS [9] uses rich metadata to browse a personal image collection. Each image contains metadata on several attributes which values are partially ordered (subsumption relation -Paris is included in France for example). Browsing task is then carried out by selecting keywords in the hierarchy values of each attribute. Das et al. [8] emphasize recurring themes of a user's collection. Their proposal consists to extract metadata of each media based on high and low features, such as EXIf header, the image content or the face detection. Frequent itemsets, defined as groups that share several metadata in commons, are then automatically retrieved. Contrary to these previous works, our proposal uses text annotation only to improve an existing partition. The user is then pushed to annotate his/her event in order to update the actual groups detected. For instance, tagging of two consecutive groups with similar keywords would result to merge them in a same event.
To our knowledge, all these previous works on event detection rarely compare their proposals with one another on a common test data set. This latter point is the purpose of our application Life Gallery.
Life gallery
The application Life Gallery is available on the market Google Play since 2010 and has now around 2000 active users. This application is implemented by the DUKe team with the contribution of the students of the University of Nantes.
Roughly, this application is a Gallery software that contains all the common functionalities to browse a user collection. The benefit of Life Gallery is the inclusion of clustering algorithms, tag tools and specific GUI, that aim to ease the organization and the browsing task of the user's media. Thanks to the availability of the application on the Google Play market, this prototype will provide us an access to a large set of users. Each user has the possibility to share with us all his collection's metadata and an associated truth partition, carried out manually by the user himself.
In the following, we present the user interface, the tag tools and the interface to build a truth partition.
Graphical user interface
Life Gallery proposes several ways to browse the media collection:
-event view: all the events are displayed in a list ordered temporally from now to the past. The list of events is obtained thanks to an event detection algorithm; -map view: the media locations are displayed on a map. Users can then browse the media associated to each pin; -album view: albums are created automatically from the user's textual annotation. Each text tag involves the creation of its associated album; -directory view: all the directories that contain at least one media document are displayed. Figure 1 shows the different views to browse the user collection. On the event view, each element represents an event: an event is represented by a summary composed of a subset of the media included. Only the first media document, the second and the last one of the group are presented. Nevertheless, the choice of the media to display remains an open issue. A selection based on the image quality, its content or its representativeness in accordance with the event would be pertinent. A click on an event opens a gallery view that displays all the media contained in the selected event. The map view, album view and directory view are not detailed here since they are relatively common. 
Media tag
Tagging the media is a useful information to take into account to organize automatically the user collection. We then propose two tools, respectively for the text tag and the location tag. For both, the users first selects a set of events or a set of media and then tag them:
-for the text tag, the user just types the keywords and adds them to the group or to a specific media document; -for the location tag, the user can select a new location on the map to apply directly on a media group. To ease the task, users have the possibility to save their favourite locations. Geotagging of events located in common places is then quickly done.
The Fig. 2 presents the interface for the keyword and geographical tag.
Building of a test data set
In order to assess event detection algorithms, we need the following data for each collection: the metadata of each media document and an event partition carried out manually by the user. Life Gallery proposes then a tool to export all the media metadata to xml format (for all media, the timestamp, the location, the keyword and the SIFT keypoints) and a dedicated interface to create a manual partition to obtain the true events of the collection. The Fig. 3 shows the interface to build this truth partition, where a user can merge or divide an initial event partition. Each partition generated by an event detection algorithm will be compared to the truth partition to assess its quality. On the top row, the first figure depicts the initial events, the second the selected events to merge (both events of the first row and both events of the third row) and the last figure, the result obtained after the merge. Only consecutive events selected by the user are merged. On the bottom row, the first figure shows the initial event and the selected event to divide (second event on the first row), the second figure presents the division to process in the selected event (a division is done for each change selected/unselected -here the event is divided in 3 groups: the first 4 media selected, then 3 not selected media, and the three last ones selected) and the last figure displays the result of the division. The selected event is now divided in three groups (second event of the first row with 4 media, and both events of the second row with 3 media each)
Event detection algorithm
The second contribution of this work is to provide a basic event detection algorithm of a personal media collection, based on the different available metadata: the timestamps, the locations, the tag annotations and the SIFT keypoints.
Our proposal is a successive refinement of an initial temporal partition. This initial partition I 0 is set to a list of all the media temporally organized: each group of this partition is composed of one media document. The final partition is obtained by applying several refinements, each one leading to a temporal partition.
This choice to constraint the user with a temporal view is motivated by the way a user browses his/her collection on a mobile device: -experiments on users [21] show that the temporal dimension is the favourite criterion to browse the collection. The main advantage of this dimension is that the users, based on his memory, know the structure of their collections and can determine the position of one event among the others; -graphical user interface presents constraints on mobile. Existing mobile interfaces to browse media propose a list view to scroll the collection (or a matrix of media), generally associated to a time line. Keeping the same solution to display a list of events seems then convenient.
In the following, we first define a media document and a group of media. Next, we present our refinement algorithm based on a set of filters. These filters are then explained in details.
Media and group definition
Let a personal multimedia collection be composed of N media. We define here a media document as an image or a video document. Each media M i , i ∈ [1, N] , is defined with the following properties: A group containing n media is then defined with the following properties:
where n j is the number of media in the group, t j the timestamp of the group, g j its geolocalization, {(α 1 , w j 1 ), . . . , (α L , w jL )} a list of keywords where each keyword w jl is associated with a weight α l , SI F T j the union of SIFT keypoints of the media and {M 1 , . . . , M n } the media included in the group. The weight α l associated to a keyword w jl represents the number of times it appears in the group.
A group G 1 containing M 1 and M 2 is then defined as follows:
Timestamp and location of G 1 are set to the average values of the group. Our solution to compute the timestamp and the location of a group is discussed in Section 4.3.1. In order to build our event partition, we propose to apply successively several filters on the collection. Each filter can be set with two modes, merge or division. A filter refines then a partition just by merging or dividing groups. Here are the description of the different sort of filters to apply:
Refinement of the initial partitions
1. the temporal filter refines a partition thanks to the timestamps: temporally close media are merged while a big gap involves two separate events; 2. the geographical filter refines a partition based on the geographical coordinates: a set of temporally successive groups are merged if they belong to a same location while a group with several locations is divided; 3. the keyword filter refines a partition based on the user textual annotations. For example, a set of successive groups are merged if they contain similar keywords while a group with different keywords is divided. An interest of this filter is to provide a way for users to interact with the clustering process, i.e, to correct a partition just by tagging their groups; 4. the SIFT filter refines a partition based on the features of the media. The SIFT algorithm [15] is used to retrieve those features. As for the previous filters, the approach consists to merge or divide media groups with respectively similar and different image contents.
For example, an interesting way to partition a user collection could be to apply a merge temporal filter followed by a division geographical filter. Practically, it would regroup close temporal events and then divide these groups if they contain several locations.
One issue of such a solution based on filters is now to choose their best combination among the thousands of possibilities. Indeed, all the filters are independent and can be applied in any order.
The main procedure applied on the user collection is detailed in the Algorithm 1. In the following, the filters and their specificities are detailed.
Definition of a filter
Algorithm 2 Merge Filter: consecutive groups are parsed in a temporal order. Two consecutive groups are merged if their similarity is lower than the specified threshold Require: a partition to refine, composed of a set of groups Require: a filter do if then add all media of in remove the group else end if end while return the refined partition Algorithm 3 Divide Filter: for each group, the media are temporally parsed. If two consecutive media documents have a similarity higher than the specified threshold, the group is divided Require: a partition to refine, composed of a set of groups Require: a filter while do for do if then create a group containing the media for in add the group at position break pass to the new group end if end for j = j+1 end while return the refined partition As explained above, our proposal is to apply successively a list of filters to refine an initial partition. Each filter is defined with the following attributes:
-a type, temporal T , geographical G, keyword K or SIFT S; -a mode, defined with merge M or division D; -a similarity function similarity(), used to compute the similarity between two groups (merge) or between two media documents (division); -a threshold: use to determine if a merge or a division is applied.
For example, we can define a merge temporal filter T M =< similarity(), 3600ms > that regroups two consecutive events if their temporal distance is lower than 1 hour. Here the function similarity() computes the temporal gap between two consecutive groups and 3600ms is the threshold.
For practical reasons, each combination of filters is named with only the attributes used and its mode. The previous example, a merge temporal filter followed by a division geographical filter, is then represented with G D (T M (I 0 )), where I 0 is the initial partition (one media document per group).
The process of a filter depends on its type:
-merge filter: the process consists to parse all the groups of a partition, computing the similarity between each consecutive groups. If the similarity is lower than the threshold of the filter the groups are merged; -division filter: the process consists to parse the content of each group. If two consecutive media documents have a higher similarity than the threshold of the filter, the group is divided.
The Algorithms 2 and 3 detail respectively the merge and division processes to refine a partition. Two problems remain to compute our similarity:
-how to deal with the similarity between two groups or two media documents on each metadata ? while the spatial or temporal similarities are simple (average, median, minimum or maximum,. . . ), the keyword and SIFT matching similarities are more complex; -how to deal with the missing values ? each metadata element presents different levels of availability, from the timestamp that is supposed to be always present to the user tag that is rarely set.
In the following, we first depict our similarity functions and then present our solution to manage the missing values.
The temporal and geographical similarity
A convenient temporal or spatial similarity function between two consecutive media documents is the Euclidean distance. The issue here is thus not the similarity function to use but the way to represent the timestamp or the location of a media group. Several functions could be used as the average, the median or the min and max functions.
In our context, the median solution would be rather similar to the average since our groups have a limited size and a small range. A solution based on the minimum and maximum function was also considered. For the temporal similarity, it consists to compute the distance with max(G i ) − min(G j ) for two consecutive groups (with i prior to j ). Adapted to the geographical similarity, this latter solution consists to compute the distance based on the two closest media of the two groups. But this latter solution does not take into account the distribution of the media in the group.
To conclude, our solution is to use the average function. A group of media is thus represented by the average of its timestamps and the average of its locations.
The keyword similarity
Our goal is to merge or divide consecutive groups of media with keyword similarities. Remind that each group is represented as a bag of words. The weight associated to each keyword is the number of time it appears in the group. A group of media is then considered as a short text document.
A variety of measures exists to compute a similarity between text documents [11] . Most popular criteria are the Euclidean distance, the cosine similarity, the Jaccard correlation coefficient, the Dice coefficient or the Kullback Liebler divergence. All these criteria were compared in [11, 22] and the conclusion is that the Euclidean distance is the worst while the others present similar performance. Note that in our context, each document contains either few or no keywords, so that the use of common improvement used in the area of document clustering as term frequency -inverse document frequency (tf-idf) or stop word detection is not relevant.
We then opt here for a slight adaptation of the cosine similarity, due to its independence face to the document keyword proportion:
Where t jl = tf (G j , w l ) is the frequency of the term w l in the group G j , L = n j + n j is the number of different terms in the union of G j and G j (n j is the size of the group G j ). For a media, the function tf () returns always 1 while for a group, it returns the weight α associated to each keyword (see Definition 2) . The adaptation of the cosine similarity concerns here the term t jl ×t jl n j that weights the frequency of the keyword in accordance with its number of apparition in the group. Practically, it decreases the weigh of a keyword that appears only in few media documents of the group.
For example, let two groups G 2 and G 3 be defined as: G 3 is composed of 6 media, with one document associated to the keyword Arthur. To our opinion, a low similarity between the two groups would be pertinent (we do not want to merge those two groups just because G 3 contains the same keyword in only one of its media document). But with the classic cosine measure, the score obtained would be 0, leading to a full similarity. With our adaptation, the similarity is significantly lower:
Our adaptation of cosine similarity is non negative and bounded in [0, 1]. The score 1 is obtained if the two events do not present similar keywords while 0 is reached if the two events contain the same keywords with proportional weight with respect to their size.
The SIFT similarity
The SIFT algorithm [15] aims to retrieve local scale invariant features in an image. Each feature is invariant to geometric transformation and described with a vector descriptor. SIFT matching between pictures is then carried out thanks to a similarity between SIFT keypoints, usually the Euclidean distance. Keypoints match if their distance is lower than a certain threshold. Two pictures are similar if they present matching keypoints.
In our context, our requirement is a similarity between two events, where each event is defined with a set of keypoints obtained from the union of included media's keypoints. Note that for each set obtained from an event, we remove keypoints that match together. In some way, we remove the duplicate keypoints of one event.
To compare two groups, we opt for the following similarity:
where SI F T j is the set of keypoints of event j and Match(G j , G j ) a function that returns the keypoints of event j that match event j . This score is symmetric and bounded in the interval [0, 1] (ambiguous matches, obtained if a keypoint matches with more than one point, are removed).
Note that the function Match() is not symmetric. For instance, let two images j and j be defined with respectively 3 and 2 keypoints. All of the keypoints of j can match the ones of j leading to a matching score of Match(SI F T j , SI F T j ) = 3 and all the keypoints of j can also match the keypoints of j leading to a score of Match(SI F T j , SI F T j ) = 2. The similarity obtained on this example is then Similarity SI F T (j, j ) = 1 − 
Dealing with the missing values
While timestamps of media are usually present, location, keyword and SIFT keypoints are often not defined. The computation of the similarity between media with empty value is then not obvious since it can be interpreted differently in accordance with the mode of the filter. Let's see an example for two consecutive media documents containing no value for the location or the keyword:
-for a merge filter, these media are merged if their similarity is small. If no values is available, a large similarity should then be returned, in order to avoid a merge; -for a division filter, these media are separated if their similarity is large. If no values is available, a small similarity should then be returned, in order to avoid a division.
To conclude, two media documents with no metadata must be considered far apart for a merge filter, and nearby for a division filter. Our solution consists then to interpret an empty value differently for both filters:
-merge mode: if one or both operands have no value, a high score is returned, to avoid a merge action; -division mode: if one or both operands have no value, a low score is returned, to avoid a division action.
Experiments
Our last contribution is a benchmark composed of 6 media collections. With the help of our Life Gallery application, each user provided all the metadata of their media collection and built a manual partition that represents the true events of their collection. The properties of each collection is depicted in the Table 1 . For each collection, the user name, the number of media, the begin and end dates, and the number of tagged media are displayed. Each collection was composed of images and videos. Note that the SIFT keypoints were retrieved only for the images and not for the videos. Our experiments consist to apply all the combinations of filters on each collection. Our objective is to assess the quality of our basic algorithm, studying the importance of each metadata and emphasizing the combinations that provide the best event detection.
In the following, we first present the notation used to name our filter and the score associated to each partition obtained. The results of the experiments are then presented and few comments are done on the relevancy of each metadata. Finally, we present the best average combination of filters obtained on the user collections.
Filter combination
The experiment consists to test all the combinations of filters on the 6 user collections. We have 4 types of filter, one for each metadata, and each filter is defined with a mode, division or merge. So that it amounts to apply 54799 combinations on each collection (combinations starting with division filters, or just composed of division filters, are obviously removed).
As a reminder, each filter is named with the metadata used -T temporal , G geographical, K keyword, S SIFT -and the mode -M merge or D division. G D (T M (I 0 )) is then a temporal merge filter applied on the initial partition, followed by a geographical division filter.
For each filter combination, the partition obtained is compared to the truth partition provided by the owner of the collection. A score is computed based on the precision and recall criteria:
-precision = |setoftruthgroups ∩ setofgroupsobtained| |setofgroupsobtained| -recall = |setoftruthgroups ∩ setofgroupsobtained| |setoftruthgroups| -the results are then ordered with the F 2 score, where
, which weights recall higher than precision. We favour a bit the recall because our main purpose is to retrieve the real events (a poor precision just indicates that some real events are unfortunately divided in several groups). For each evaluation, the number of groups, the recall, the precision and the F 2 criterion are presented
For these experiments, the parameters for all the temporal, the geographical, the keyword and the SIFT filters were respectively set to 3 hours, 30 meters, 0.4, 0.95 (few keypoint matchings are necessary to find a similarity between events).
The Tables 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6 and 7 present the scores obtained for the precision, recall and F 2 for each collection. On each table the first part depicts the score for simple combination based on the temporal and geographical metadata. The second part shows the best minimum combinations obtained with all the metadata. Note that several combinations can lead to identical score. For each evaluation, the number of groups, the recall, the precision and the F 2 criterion are presented For each evaluation, the number of groups, the recall, the precision and the F 2 criterion are presented
Few words on each collection
The collection user #1 is composed of almost 3000 media spanned over 2 years and 2 months. All the media have a location and 62.9 % of them are tagged. The results in Table 2 on lines 5 and 6 show that similar scores are obtained for filters based on the temporal and geographical metadata. For a single filter or a combination based on these metadata, the F 2 score obtained is around 60 % (lines 1-4). Time and location seem then to be equally relevant for this collection, where 100 % of the media are correctly tagged geographically. The best combinations are presented in the Table 2 Table 3 are quite different from the #1 since the filters based on geographical and temporal metadata present a low F 2 score, around [12 − 30] %, as showed on lines 1, 2, 3, 4 of Table 3 . The Table 5 Evaluation of several combinations of filters on the user #4's collection 
For each evaluation, the number of groups, the recall, the precision and the F 2 criterion are presented 
For each evaluation, the number of groups, the recall, the precision and the F 2 criterion are presented best combination is obtained with the keyword filters on line 5: here the F 2 is increased of 32 %. Such a result can be explained by the high part of media tagged in this collection. The collection user #3 contains 637 media spanned over 2 years. 84.30 % of the media are located but no media is tagged. Results on this collection are presented in the Table 4 . As for the collection #1, simple combinations of temporal and geographical filter provide a good F 2 score. The best minimum filter is obtained here for the combination G M (T M (I 0 )) with a score of 61.68 %, on line 4. Because none of the media document is annotated, the keyword filters are obviously not present in the result. For each evaluation, the number of groups, the recall, the precision and the F 2 criterion are presented
The collection user #4 contains 678 media spanned over 1 year and a half. Only 14 % of the media are located and only 6 % are tagged. As showed in the Table 5 , a bad F 2 score is obtained for both the simple and best combinations. The merge temporal filter provides a score of 38 % (line 1) that is improved thanks to a geographical merge filter (lines 3 and 4). The order between the temporal and geographical filter has here no impact since the scores are identical. The score for the best combination is only of 40.32 % (line 5). The improvement is obtained thanks to the keyword merge filter and the temporal division filter.
The collection user #5 contains 490 media spanned over almost 2 years. 68 % of the media are located and 70 % are tagged. This collection is composed of two different sets of media obtained from two different users. The Table 6 presents the result obtained for this collection. The simple combinations provide a F 2 score of 73.17 % (lines 3 and 4) . The keyword and SIFT metadata enable to increase the F 2 score to 83.17 %, as showed on line 5. With the next collection, these are the sole best combinations that use the SIFT metadata. But as showed by the score difference between the lines 5 and 6, the gain provided by the SIFT metadata is low: the combination on line 6 does not use this metadata and provides a similar F 2 score of 82.54 %.
Finally, the collection user #6 contains 4371 media spanned over 6 months. 92 % of the media are located and no media is tagged. The Table 7 shows that the simple combination T M (I 0 ) provides a good F 2 score of 64.35 % when only the time filter is applied (line 1), while the use of the sole geographical filter, or its combination with the time, presents a lower score (lines 2-4). The line 4 points out that even the use of the geographical filter after the temporal one decreases the F 2 score. The best combinations on lines 5-7 show that a temporal division filter applied after the simple combination T M (G M (I 0 )) increases the F 2 score a bit. The gain provided by the SIFT metadata is limited as showed by the difference obtained on lines 5 and 6.
To conclude, our simple algorithm based on filters succeeds to provide a quite good event detection: the average F 2 score for the best combinations of all the collections is 64.61 %. Each best combination is of course different for each collection, due to their different properties, but as stated in the next section, some patterns seem similar.
Which dimension to use ? in which order ?
Obviously, the more pertinent metadata to sort the collection are also the more reliable ones, the time and the location. For all the collections but user #6's one, the best filters contain a temporal merge filter applied before a geographical merge filter. The simple combination G M (T M (I 0 )) on each of these collections provides at least a similar or a better result than T M (G M (I 0 )). These results tend to show that a temporal filter must be applied before a geographical filter. Even if more experiments are required to confirm this fact, it seems consistent with the point that the timestamps are of better quality than the geographical information, due to problems of GPS availability and precision.
The next pertinent metadata that appears in the best combinations is the manual annotation. All the best combinations of collections user #1, user #2 and user #5, collections with a high proportion of tagged media, contain a merge keyword filter. Even the best combinations composed of 2 filters contain either a temporal or a geographical filter, and a merge keyword filter (see Tables 2, 3 and 6) . Manual annotation provides here a better gain than the temporal and geographical metadata. Unfortunately, because keywords are rarely set in a personal media collection, we can not rely just on this metadata. Nevertheless, note that the application of such a filter on a collection without keyword annotation has no impact.
Finally, the SIFT criterion just belongs to the best filter combinations of the collections user #5 and user #6. But for both of them, the gain provided by this metadata is low. For the user #5, the best score is F 2 = 83.17 %, as showed on Table 6 line 5, while the second best score is F 2 = 82.54 % (line 6). A similar observation can be done for the user #6 on Table 7 . The two best combinations are identical except for the SIFT merge filter on line 5 that increases the F 2 score from 65.84 % to 66.13 %. And the gain is even more limited between the lines 7 and 1 where a SIFT merge filter is applied on a temporal merge filter. The SIFT criterion is thus of little used in the best combinations and provides only a small gain on the F 2 score. Its utility seems then limited compared to the other metadata. This point is confirmed by the best average filter combination presented in the next section.
The best combination
In order to determine the best filter combination, the average F 2 criterion was computed for each filter combination on each collection. Here are the best combinations obtained:
Note that these two combinations are almost similar since only the last filters, S M and K M , are switched.
To our opinion, these best filters sound quite coherent. They start with a temporal merge, directly improved with a division for groups containing different manual annotations. A geographical merge is then applied and followed by a temporal division to separate distant temporal events. Finally, a merge on manual keywords and SIFT similarities is carried out.
This filter seems to be a correct summary of the previous best combinations. As in the previous results, we obtain a temporal filter applied before a geographical filter, and the keyword filters are present. More experiments on more media collections are of course necessary to detect a real trend on the best filter to partition the events. Remind that our goal is to provide a simple solution to detect events. The best filter combination obtained on our dataset seems then a good start point to assess the real benefit of more complex methods.
Conclusion
This present work focuses on the management of a personal media collection on a mobile device. Our objective is to provide a set of tools to ease the comparison of the event detection algorithms proposed in the literature.
Our first contribution is the prototype Life Gallery available on Google play. This application provides the following services:
-management of the collection metadata: user can easily update the metadata of each media by tagging media documents and updating the time or the location; -retrieval of the collection metadata: timestamps, locations, keywords and SIFT keypoints can be easily exported in order to process various experiments; -building of truth partitions: a convenient interface enables a user to create his/her temporal partition and to export it. Such a partition is of great value to assess a clustering algorithm.
Our second contribution concerns a basic event detection algorithm based on filters to build a temporal partition of a personal media collection. A filter is defined by the medatada used (temporal, geographical, keyword or SIFT) and an action (merge or divide). Each filter takes a temporal partition as input and returns a new temporal partition. Our goal was to determine the best combination of filters for the task of event detection. Our experiments show that this simple algorithm provides quite good results on our benchmark.
Our third contribution is a benchmark composed of 6 users' collections, made available on the website of the Life Gallery application [14] for the research community. This benchmark will be continually updated by adding more collection's metadata: this task will consist to recruit users and ask them to provide us their metadata with an associated truth partition, a task facilitated by our prototype.
Thanks to our simple event detection algorithm and our benchmark, a first perspective work will focus on the evaluation of other methods proposed in the literature. Our benchmark will enable to highlight the best methods, with the real gain, thanks to a comparison with our basic approach.
A second perspective will be to enrich our metadata obtained from the user collection. The point of interest of the GPS locations could provide us the common and uncommon locations of a user. Such information could be used to adapt our event detection in accordance with the specificity of the location where the events take place. A solution could be to regroup consecutive events that appear in uncommon places (a one-week vacation) and to provide more detailed groups for events associated to common places.
A third perspective work is the improvement of our Life Gallery application to deal with the cloud services. Indeed users no longer store their entire collection on their mobile device: the collection is usually scattered on several cloud storages. The future improvement concerns here the access to these services in order to maintain directly on the mobile device an event representation of all the media of the collection. A task that requires to retrieve the media content and the associated metadata from the distributed storages. Another perspective related to the improvement of our application is its adaptation to several operating systems, as iOS or Microsoft's Windows Phone. Since Life Gallery is a full android application, a new architecture must be studied to avoid code duplication.
Finally, a long term work will be the proposal of more complex methods to detect the events. The improvement will concern the definition of more elaborate filters and the proposal of new solutions to combine them. Ensemble clustering [24] method could be an interesting research area to investigate.
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